
Citrix Workspace: 
An inside look
As a Citrix Workspace customer, you already know 
about the amazing benefits that this industry-leading 
secure digital workspace solution can deliver. But 
even you might not be aware of all the powerful 
capabilities you have at your fingertips. 

Here are a few highlights*:

* All of these solutions are included for Citrix Workspace Premium Plus customers.

The industry leader and de facto VDI standard, Citrix Virtual Apps and 
Desktops service empowers your people to work where and how they 
want—all while giving you the flexibility to deliver apps and desktops 
from any cloud or infrastructure.

· Support flexible 
work with ease by 
deploying apps and 
desktops from the 
datacenter or cloud, 
giving users fast 
anywhere-access to 
corporate resources 

· Provide a high-
definition 
experience on any 
device with Citrix 
HDX technologies, 
optimized for today’s 
demanding voice 
and video apps 

· Streamline your 
migration to the 
cloud with powerful 
hybrid-cloud 
management, 
making use of your 
existing datacenter 
investments while 
modernizing IT  

Virtual Apps and Desktops

Power your hybrid workforce—and their BYO devices—with a VPN-less 
solution that delivers zero-trust access and single sign-on (SSO) to  
sanctioned web, SaaS and virtual apps.

• Implement zero-
trust security with 
one solution

• Provide secure 
access to internal 
apps with a zero-
trust approach

• Easily secure 
unmanaged and  
BYO devices

Secure Workspace Access

Take control over how employees access, store and share sensitive files.

• Simplify access to 
data—no matter 
where it’s stored, 
including on-
premises or by 
third-party cloud 
providers

• Ensure document 
security without 
limiting access,  
while also collecting 
user behavior 
analytics 

• Finish document 
workflows fast, 
including access to 
electronic signature

Content Collaboration

Enable employees to work from anywhere while you securely manage 
every app, device and platform from one central location. 

• Comprehensive 
MDM solution that 
gives IT the flexibility 
to keep apps and 
data secure without 
compromising 
employee privacy

• The only UEM to  
integrate seamlessly  
with Citrix Workspace

• Provides integration 
to enhance your 
Microsoft Endpoint 
Manager (formerly 
Intune) for a more 
secure deployment

Endpoint Management

Empower your organization and end-users to build digital workflows  
that match the way they want work.

• Leverage over 
100 out-of-the-
box templates for 
microapp actions 
within popular SaaS 
apps like Tableau, 
SAP Concur and 
ServiceNow to 
streamline routine 
tasks to minimize 
context switching and 
increase productivity

• Enhance the end-
user experience 
by allowing users 
to perform actions 
or gain insights 
from legacy, on-
premises and SaaS 
applications directly 
within their Citrix 
Workspace

• Optimize the work 
day with low-code 
tooling to customize 
user workflows 
and microapp 
creation to build 
digital workloads 
that prioritize the 
workloads that 
matter most

Microapps

Citrix Workspace makes your entire organization more secure and productive.
As you can see, Citrix Workspace is not just a valuable tool for deploying apps and desktops. It’s a unified and secure digital workspace that enables your hybrid workforce to work from anywhere—
without digital distractions—and get what they need done DONE. 

Learn more now about digital workspaces and how these powerful features can work together for your organization.

https://www.citrix.com/solutions/digital-workspace/what-is-digital-workspace.html

